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Night nights are a faction you encounter in the Suramarian Legion area. Unlike other reputations, Nightfallen actually has a premise beyond just alignment. This is mainly due to the fact that you start with being unfriendly to them. You will need to hit the revered in order to complete the Broken Island Diplomat, which is part of the broken islands of Pathfinder,
Part One. Hitting the sublime will give you friends in broken ground if you haven't. In this guide we will show you where you can gain a reputation to achieve the sublime as well as what rewards you can earn. 1. How to get a reputation 1.1. Starting with the unfriendly Before you can do anything with Nightfallen, you will need to complete the quest circuit to
gain their trust. This chain of quests will reward you with the achievement of Nightfallen But Not Forgotten, in which you need to complete 6 storylines. You have to be level 110 before you do any quests for Nightfallen. Once you reach 110, you can go to your adventure magazine and start quests in Dalaran to take you to Suramar. There are a huge number
of quests in Suramar that are not required for this achievement, so you can find a list of how to start each story below. Once you have completed all the quest chains listed above and earned the achievement, you will be unlocked world quests for Nightfallen. 1.2. World quests Once you hit level 110, you can begin completing world quests; These are special
quests that you don't need to pick up like a regular quest. Just open the map and they will appear as long as you max-level. Then you can go to the area where the quest displays and it will start, similar to how the bonus goals worked in Warlords Draenor. There are world quests on the Broken Islands that require you to do the following: participate in PvP; Kill
the world boss; Perform a dungeon or group task Hunt and kill a rare elite; Perform the task of fighting pets. Complete quest revolves around one of your studied professions; Hunt and kill a normal elite mob; Complete the solo quest. As you can no doubt see, there are a number of different styles of world quest in the game. Only a few will provide you with a
reputation, so make sure to choose wisely if you have a purely agricultural reputation. It is also important to note that some of the quests are much more difficult than others solo; for example, a solo world boss will be much more difficult than killing a few Naga mobs. Don't be afraid of the group and solve quests together. You will complete them faster and
some of them are impossible to do alone. As gear levels increase, many of them will become soloable, but for now, make sure to bring some friends along for the grind! If you are going to farm world quests for reputation, we strongly recommend using any of the World quest tracker or plug-Broker_WorldQuests for the broker's supplement data. This will
simplify the interface of world quest quests Let you know exactly what quests you can do, for which reputation and how long you have to complete them before they de-caviar. For Nightfallen, you gain a reputation by completing world quests in the Suramar area. Each quest will usually reward a 50-350 reputation, depending on the goal. These quests have
different reset times, depending on the rewards, so they won't always be available. There are also bonus quests that appear on your server for a few days that require you to complete a number of world quests in the area. Once you have completed 4 of the world's quests in Suramar you can complete the quest with Nightfallen Emissary (First Arkanist
Thalyssra), who also acts as a quartermaster. It will reward you with a 1500 reputation. 1.3. Kirin Thor World quests Most of the world quests that you complete through the Broken Islands will reward the reputation directly with one of the six main factions. There is a small chance that you will encounter world quests, which are instead given to Kirin Tor
Dalaran. Kirin Tor's world searches work just like regular ones, except that they can appear in any zone. These quests are often a little more complicated than the usual world quests, instructing you to solve puzzles such as moving with a bubble and not falling out or following a pattern on the ground, rather than just killing a certain number of mobs. At the end
of the World Quest Kirin Tor you will be given a slightly different reward than usual. Since Kirin Tor's reputation is the same as in the Lich King's Wrath, you can choose which faction you will be infected with. When you pass your emissary in search of Warmage Silva (Emissary Kirin Thor), you can choose between: 750 Reputation for Nightfallen, Legionfall
Army, Army of Light or Argus Reach; 1500 Reputation for any other faction of broken islands. 1.4. Training script Every few days, you will be given the World quest to visit the first Arkanist Thalyssra. This will begin your experience withed script learning, a scenario that allows you to recruit a number of withaled and take them to find valuable resources. The
number of recruits depends on the number of ancient Mana (Suramar's currency). To maximize your ancient Mana farming, please refer to our article on Ancient Mana. you are ready to spend (see costs below). based on your Ancient Mana) Before you can do the script, you need to go through the basic quest of Suramar. Once you have reached building an
army, you can start a training scenario. As you start, you will start the scenario with a number of withered, based on the number of ancient Mana spent. Costs: 8 Wilal - 400 Ancient Mana; 10 Wilal - 650 Ancient Mana; 12 Wilted - 900 Ancient Mana; 15 Wilal - 1300 Ancient Mana; 20 Wilal - 2000 Ancient Mana; The purpose of the scenario is to just kill as many
mobs as you can while keeping as many of the The soldiers withered as much as possible. As you kill more mobs, your score will go up. The higher your score, the better your prizes are at the end. As you continue through the script, you will have the option of picking up chests with loot in them that helps your withered soldiers in the future, such as boosting
their HP or upgrading soldiers. In order to pick up the chest, you need to sacrifice a series of withered soldiers to carry it back to the beginning. The scenario will end as soon as you die or when you have used all your withered soldiers. 1.4.1. Loot from the script not only do you have a chance to get prey for your withed, but you will also get personal booty in
your chest. The better your score, the better your personal loot. You can get: 1.5. Leilin channels When the story is completed and the world of Suramar quests, you will have the opportunity to power the leiline channels that run under the zone. These lines are the channels of power that appear all over the world, attracting magical creatures to them, as
happened with Karajan and Dalaran. With your help, Nightfallen desire to reopen the leyline channels of Suramar; You will be given a reputation for each of them that you fix, whether by cleaning the area of mobs or paying a fee in Ancient Mana. The location of the channels is as follows. You can find all the places on the map below. Every leilin feed that you
find and re-activate, with the exception of the kick-off quest at Anora Hollow, will reward you with a 75 reputation with Nightfallen, as well as a permanent positive effect on the amount of Ancient Mana mobs will drop. This positive effect, Ancient Mana Cleaning, gets through quests with Arcanist Valtrois, which can only be unlocked after finding leilin channels.
1.6. Insignias Nightfallen Insignias provides 250 reputations for use. You can find them in treasure chests on the Broken Islands, as well as be rewarded from certain Class Missions Order Hall. 1.7. The dungeon launches some dungeons in the Legion will reward the reputation for their respective factions. For Nightfallen, you won't get any reputation from the
dungeons. 1.8. The length of Grind's reputation Given the fact that the Legion does not have strict daily newspapers for its reputation, it can be difficult to give an accurate estimate. Typically, getting a reputation sublime takes 1 to 2 months for the average player, assuming the completion of all the criteria listed in the guide, every time they are available. If
world quests are available either on the lower spectrum of reputation benefits or simply not related to this faction, you may find it takes longer for you. You can reduce the time it takes to hunt as many insignia on the Broken Islands as possible, and ensure that you farm the dungeons listed in each guide as often as possible. 1.9. Paragon Once you have
reached the sublime with Nightfallen, you will start earning cache samples. These caches are available for every 10,000 which you earn with faction faction blow sublime with them. Inside you have a chance to receive the usual Emissary cache awards, such as gold, as well as a fraction of a particular montage. When you complete the paragon for
Nightfallen, you will get the Leywoven Flying Carpet. 2. Awards are the same NPC as the emissary, Marin Bladewing. Below you can find the reputation of the rewards associated with the wardens as well as the cost of each item. Item Reputation Cost Footpads of Nightrunners Friendly 500 Irongrove Refugee Boots Friendly 500 Nightfall Slippers Friendly 500
Scavenged Felsoul Sabatons Friendly 500 Treasure Map: Suramar Honored 20 Bun of Manaseeker Deserved 100 Mobile Telemantic Beacon Honored 300 Battlelord's Gaunt 500 DeadLord's Gauntlets honored 500 Farseer in gloves deserved 500 silver hand gloves deserved 500 gloves Black Harvest deserved 500 gloves Dreamgrove honored 500 gloves
high priest honored 500 gloves high priest deserved 500 gloves high priest deserved 500 gloves Shattered Abyssed honor 500 gloves uncrowned 500 Tirisgarde gloves honored 500 grandmasters of Palma honored 500 Grips invisible Ways deserved 500 wicker Manastring Cinch deserved 1000 Extinguished eye revered 5 00 Home Made Party Mask
revered 500 Mana-Soaked Amethy most pendant revered 5000 Nightfallen Tabard exalted 300 Amice Black Harvest sublime 5 00 Ames Dreamgrove elevated 500 Battlelord's Pauldrons elevated 500 Deathlord in the mantle of the sublime 500 Farseer's Shoulderguards elevated 500 grandmasters to the shoulder of the sublime 500 Tirisgard Mantle elevated
500 shoulder bubbles of the uncontested high 500s raising 500 caldera of a broken abyss, raising 500 silver-handed spolers, Elevating 500 Spool Drivers of the Invisible Path Elevated 500 Design: Thin Pendant Shadowruby Exalted 1500 Formula: Charchant Cloak - Binding Intelligence Sublime 1500 Formula: Charchant Ring - Linking Critical Blow Sublime
150 0 Formula : Enchant Ring - Linking Craftsmanship Sublime 1500 Formula: Charchant Ring - Linking Versatility Sublime 1500 Pattern: Soaked Silkweave Bracers Sublime 1500 Pattern: The Still Silkweave Pantaloons magnified 1500 patterns A: Soaked silk seaweed slippers elevated 1500 Scroll Elun'dris sublime - We currently do not know how to get the
Scroll Elun'dris. 3. Changelog 17 Apr 2018: Guide updated for 7.3.5. 06 September 2016: Leill channels added. 02 September 2016: Learning Scenario has been added. August 25, 2016: Added guide. Show all entries - show only the first 2 entries
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